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dominants in all layers) in the absence of disturbance, com- 
prise one habitat type." 

Hoffman(4) quotes Nichols, "If a habitat is of a type which 
supports, or will come to support, a particular climax com- 
munity that habitat represents a particular habitat type." 
Hoffman states(4): "Habitat types then, denote not only the 
land unit but also imply ecosystems of particular characteris- 
tics and theoretically can be studied and managed as whole 
systems. For convenience climax vegetation (plant associa- 
tion) is used in identifying habitat types. Other information 
from each habitat, including soil profile description, edaphic 
characteristics, slope, exposure, elevation, possible pests, 
etc., add to the completeness of the description." 

All of the above are included in range site descriptions. In 
addition the range site description has production figures 
and a condition guide. By use of this guide the technician 
can determine present range conditions as a measure of 
departure from the potential or climax. 

I propose that range site concept is essentially the same as 
the habitat type concept. With very minor modifications they 

could be exactly the same. The name used for them should 
be that of the permanent features rather than vegetative 
names. We have found that plant species names in the site 
name are confusing to ranchers and other land managers. 
Some climax species on some sites are still present in poor 
condition, while on some sites in fair or poor condition the 
climax dominants have completely vanished, It is confusing 
to call the site for a plant that no longer exists. 

My vote is for a uniform ecological range, woodland, or 
whatever use inventory system. My vote is for ecological 
sites as the designation for the units of this system. 

(1) Meeker and Merkel, "Climax Theories and a Recommendation 
for Vegetation Classification—a Viewpoint," Journal of Range Man- 
agement, Vol. 37, No. 5, Sept. 1984, pages 427-430. 
(2) E. WIllIam Anderson, "Ecological Site/Range Site/Habitat Type— 
a Viewpoint," Rangelands, Vol.5, No.4, Aug., 1983, pages 187-188. 
(3) E.J. Dyksterhuls, "Habitat—Type: A review," Rangelands, Vol.5, 
No. 6, Dec. 1983, pages 270-271. 
(4) George R. Hoffman, "Habitat Types: A Supportive View," Range- 
lands, Vol. 6, No. 6, Dec., 1984, pages 264-266. 

Viewpoint: Response to the Range Inventory Stan- 
dardization Committee (RISC) 

Robert L. Ross 

Following is a response to the Guidelines and Terms for 
Range Inventory and Monitoring submitted as a report of the 
Range Inventory Standardization Committee (RISC) to SRM 
in February 1983. 

The suggested RISC method of range inventory is cum- 
bersome and confusing. It is also ecologically unsound 
based on reasons stated in the body of this letter. It is cer- 
tainly not a satisfactory replacement for the Range Site and 
Condition method of rangeland inventory developed by 
Dyksterhuis and successfully used in the field forthe past 35 
years. 

Ranchers are the end result of range management and if 
we expect ranchers and field technicians to accept an inven- 
tory method it must be ecologically sound, practical and 
easy to understand and apply. While the Range Site and 
Condition method was specifically designed for these rea- 
sons, the RISC method contains none of these attributes. 
Therefore, it is urgent that the Society for Range Manage- 
ment take immediate action to stop the potentially damaging 
impact that the RISC report poses to range management. 

I am concerned that the RISC report shows a total disre- 
gard for ecological principles and climax vegetation as a 
basis for determining range condition. Climax vegetation for 
a particular soil in a given climate (range site) is the most 
tangible or stable factor known for determining health of the 
range or ecological status. The Committee should have read 
Dyksterhuis, "Condition and Management of Rangeland 
Based on Quantitative Ecology, JRM. 2:104-115.1949. Adop- 
tion of "Potential Natural Communities" (PNC) instead of 
"Climax Composition" weakens the stability or accuracy of 

determining range condition. 
It is my understanding that RISC recommends range 

health or condition to be a deviation from PNC rather than 
ecological climax because". . . it recognizes past influences 
by man, including past use and introduced exotic species of 
animals or plants" as stated in the RISC report. In other 
words, plants such as Kentucky bluegrass, timothy, smooth 
brome, crested wheatgrass, sweet clover, cheatgrass brome, 
leafy spurge, spotted knapweed, etc., etc., could be referred 
to as naturalized exotics and be a part of the "Potential 
Natural Community." I strongly disagree with this concept. It 
is like saying a person with herpes II is healthy because the 
disease has been introduced in our society and is here to 
stay. It is like saying number 3 grade lumber is the best 
simply because the lumber yard quit stocking number 1 and 
2 grade. I would expect this theory to develop from a group of 
agronomists but not range ecologists. 

The climax concept should not be bastardized to include 
adapted exotic species. Instead of spending time and effort 
to alter the climax concept to include adapted exotic species, 
it would be far more ecologically correct to maintain the 
climax concept for native rangeland and develop separate 
stocking rate guides for those lands severely infested with 
exotic species. A rangeland infested with timothy or smooth 
brome should be classified in poor or fair condition ecolo- 
giclly or perhaps be called "tame pasture." In either cate- 
gory, the suggested stocking rate should be based on eco- 
logical guidelines tempered by the range examiner's judge- 
ment and experience. 

I am pleased that RISC recognizes ecological sites as the 
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basis for rangeland classification. However, I strongly feel 
that biotic (plant) names should not be part of the site classi- 
fication. The abiotic (soil and climate) should stand alone. 
Soil and climate (Range Site) determines climax species. But 
range condition reflects the present dominant species found 
growing on a particular site. The use of biotic names in 
conjunction with abiotic or range site name is confusing and 
unnecessary and will set rangeland classification back 40 
years. 

I feel that changing the time-honored terminology of 
Excellent, Good, Fair, and Poor range conditions to Early 
seral, Mid seral, Late seral, and PNC vegetation ratings is 
also confusing and unnecessary. Excellent, Good, Fair, and 
Poor is range condition terminology that has been used for 
many decades throughout North America. It is understood 
and accepted by ranchers, students, researchers, educators, 
and field technicians. It is also accepted terminology by 
Canadian ranchers and government personnel. U.S. ran- 
chers fully understand the terms as they are used by SCS, 
BLM, FS, Extension Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, Agri- 
cultural Research Service, State departments, agricultural 
lenders, universities, and all others dealing in rangelands. 
The terms have repeatedly been used in technical publica- 
tions and are well accepted. To recommend that they be 
replaced with Early seral, Mid seral, Late seral and PNC 
vegetation ratings strongly suggests that the RISC has had 
little field experience in working with ranchers, students and 
others to get management principles implemented on range- 
land. 

It is also unfortunate that the Decreaser, Increaser and 
Invader terminology is omitted from the RISC report. These 
terms are well accepted and are excellent teaching tools for 
explaining grazing response of individual plant species. The 
mere categorizing of plants into these three simple descrip- 
tive groups—Decreasers, Increasers, or Invaders—psycho- 
logically and realistically simplifies and clarifies the dynamic 
nature of range ecology. 

Stocking rate estimates can and are being determined by 
ranchers and agency people based on range site and condi- 
tion classes. It is a simple, practical method that has been 
field tested on many million acres of privately owned range- 
land and on much of our public lands. It works because the 
range examiner must interpret an ecological guide for each 
specific site. 

Range management is a science but not an exact science. 
Soil, climate, and vegetation normally exist as a continuum. 
Contrarily, we mortals operate with engineering and compu- 
ter type minds. Many times we try to be too exacting in our 
methodology. The experience, judgement, and common 
sense of the range examiner should be incorporated into the 
inventory procedure and reflected in the decisions. 

It is inexcusable that the reference list in the RISC report 
did not include the following classic references on rangeland 
inventories and basic ecology: 

Clements, F.E. 1928. Plant Succession and Indicators. The H.W. 
Wilson Co. NYC. 

Clements, F.E. 1936. Nature and Structure of the Climax. J. Ecology. 
24:252-284. 

DyksterhuIs, E.J. 1949. Condition and Management of Rangeland 
Based on Quantitative Ecology. JRM. 2:104-115. 

Dyksterhuls, E.J. 1951. Use of Ecology on Rangeland, JRM, Vol. 4 
No. 5, Sept. 

Dyksterhuls, E.J. 1958. Ecological Principles in Range Evaluation. 
Bot. Rev. 24:253-272. 

Dyksterhuls, E.J. 1958. Range Conservation Based on Site and Con- 
dition Classes. J. of Soil and Water Cons. 13:151-155. 

Odum, E.P. 1969. The Strategy of Ecosystem Development. Science. 
164:262-270. 

Odum, E.P. 1971. Fundamentals of Ecology. W.F. Sanders Co. 
Philadelphia. 

Renner, F.G. 1948. Proc. Inter. Am. Conf. on Conservation of Natural 
Resources, U.S. Dept. of State Pub. 3382. 

Sampson, A.W. 1917. Succession as a Factor in Range Management. 
J. of Forest. 15:593-596. 

Sampson, A.W. 1919. Plant Succession in Relation to Range Man- 
agement. USDA Bull. 791. 

Tansley, A.G. 1929. Succession, the Concept and Its Values. P. 
677-686. Proc. Inter. Cong. Plant Sci. Ithaca. 

Tansley, A.G. 1939. The British Island and Their Veg. Cambridge at 
the University Press. 

Weaver, J.E. and Clements, F.E. 1938. Plant Ecology. McGraw Hill, 
Co. N.Y. 

Failure of the RISC Committee to extrapolate recommen- 
dations from our ecological foundation undoubtedly con- 
tributes to the weakness of the report. To me it is degrading 
to have such a report published under the name of the 
Society for Range Management. The RISC report should be 
disapproved by SRM. If RISC is to continue in trying to 
standardize inventory methods, practical field-oriented peo- 
ple that are constantly inventorying rangeland and working 
with ranchers should have a major hand in formulating 
inventory methods. 

Viewpoint: The Habitat 
Type Controversy; Two 
Common Concepts 

Frederick C. Hall 

Intriguing articles have appeared during the last couple of 
years in Ran gelands and the Journal of Range Management 
dealing with "habitat type" (Anderson 1983, Bonham 1983, 
Daubenmire 1984, Dyksterhuis 1983, Hoffman 1984, Meeker 
and Merkel 1984). There seem to be two areas of commonal- 
ity in the concepts of habitat type, range site, ecological site, 
association, and site climax: (1) use of climax or stable state 
as the index of plant community development and, (2) classi- 
fication of plant communities into "types." 

The climax concept is used for habitat type, range site, 
ecological site, association and site climax. Meeker and 
Merkel (1984) discussed climax theories regarding vegeta- 
tion classification useful in range management. They recom- 
mend the term "site climax" which is defined as native vege- 
tation that comes to a state of equilibrium (climax) according 

Author is regional ecologist, Range and Watershed Staff, USDA. Forest 
Service, Pacific Northwest Region, P.O. Box 3623, Portland, Ore. 97208. 


